Snow crash deliverator
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Toggle Nav Hiro is nothing if not hardcore. His stay as a pizza delivery, no, Deliverator,... Y.T. If skateboarding were something you could get graded on, Y.T. would graduate at the top of it... Raven, aka Dmitry Ravinov, when Raven meets with I.T. and presents himself as an aleut, she has not heard of this ethnic group,... Juanita Marquez Because she has developed a way to
face work in the Metaverse, Juanita can be considered one of his ... L.A. Bob RifeThis communications monopolist is something of a mystery at first sight: He's super rich, puts a lot... Uncle EnzoPublic image is very important to Uncle Enzo. In fact, our first glimpse of it on... Lagos, Dr. EmanuelA Library of Congress/CIC researcher, Lagos is mostly in love with information. It's
encoded... Y.T. momAs single mother, mom Y.T. works all the time. This is largely because it works on ... NgThe head of honcho ng Security Industries is a Vietnamese man who looks completely different... Mr. LiMr. Lee's face wildly grinning (12.97) has become an icon for those who visit and do business... Da5id MeyerHiro buddy, and owner of the black sun metropolis hacker,
Da5id is a guy who knows where he is... Fisheye We never know this dude's name, but he looks like someone you don't want to mess with: His costume... Elliot Chung-he starts as skipper Kowloon, but when the Crows force him on a lifeboat with Hiro,... VicOne of the Mafia guys end up on a lifeboat with Hiro, Vic is a low-key, unobtrusive (48.2)... Vitaly ChernobylVitay, named
after the Chernobyl crisis, leads a group called... Jason Breckinridge (Iron Pump) This jacket worn by Mafia goon is not the brightest pencil in the box, although he manages Nova... The LibrarianThis computer program (or daemon) was created to remind and act as a person to ... FidoY.T. and her boyfriend Roadkill rescued Fido (a pit bull mix) when a jerk shot him in the leg. ...
Small CharactersThe boss of local security guards, Squeaky is a small, fat black guy, a... Join today and never see them again. When you enter your email address, you agree to receive emails from Shmoop and check that you are over 13 years old. To switch Nav Chapter 1 before the chapter actually begins, we get a dictionary-style definition of the words snow, crash and virus.
Yay.Also, just to point out, Stevenson is an extremely entertaining author, prone to multi-complex fits of metaphorical fantasy that make his prose as amusing as watching a drunken penguin try to tap-dance. We're smart, but not smart enough to condense his style into a brief summary of the chapter, so, well, deal with it. Now on: We meet Deliverator, in his black armored suit,
speeding through Los Angeles in his high-tech car. Deliverator's work is dangerous and requires precision; when they first gave it to him which they gave him a gun to go with him, in case customers get uppity. But he prefers his swords. Anyway, this is America, where everything arms, and everyone expects their pizzas on time. Because that, friends, is what Deliverator does: he's
a pizza delivery guy. America both went down and gone crazy, so it does only four things worth noting: music, movies, software, and high-speed pizza delivery. Deliverator (whose name is Hiro, btw) works for CosaNostra Pizza, which is run by the Mafia. Uncle Enzo, the boss, will come and personally apologize for any pizza delivered in more than thirty minutes, and no
deliveryman will want to know what happens to who will wash away this delivery. It's a nightmare. We learn that Deliverator was once a security dude in Burbclave, which is a suburb that is also a city-state (meaning he has his own schools, police forces, and such). Apparently his use of samurai swords at work doesn't go well, which is another reason he's currently flying pies for
Mafia.The Deliverator swings in the store for a few more pizzas to deliver that night. Smoke comes out of the store, which is a bad sign; The guy inside, who barely speaks English, gives him only one pie, but the timer on his e-box reads twenty minutes. This means that Deliverator has exactly ten minutes to deliver pizza to an address twelve miles away, otherwise. Join today and
never see them again. When you enter your email address, you agree to receive emails from Shmoop and check that you are over 13 years old. Deliverator Car Vehicle for edgy pizza delivery. Want a pizza on time? It is better to give Deliverator the right car. The Deliverator car has enough potential energy packed into its batteries to fire a pound of bacon into the asteroid belt.
Unlike a bimbo box or a Burb beater, the Deliverator car unloads this power through gaping, shiny, polished sphincters... Do you want to talk contact patches? Your car's tires have tiny contact spots, talk to asphalt in four places the size of a tongue. The Deliverator car has large sticky tires with contact spots the size of a fat lady's thigh. Deliverator is in contact with the road, starts
as a bad day, stops at the peseta. As he scrunches to a halt, the electromechanical hatch on the flank of his car is already opening to reveal its empty pizza slots, the door tapping and folding back on itself like a wing beetle. Slots are waiting. Waiting for a hot pizza. From the Snow Crash, Neil Stevenson. Published by Bantam in 1992 Additional resources - Comment / Join this
discussion ( 1 ) RSS/XML Blog It (en) Additional resources: More ideas and technologies from Snow Crash More Ideas and Technologies Neil Stevenson Tech news articles related to Snow Crash Tech news articles related to the works of Neil Stevenson Deliverator Car Related News Articles: - Tribal Pizza Carputer for Snow Crash Delivery Delivery Vehicles Articles Related to
Gyro-X Self-Balancing Self-Balancing Vehicle Ford SafeCap, opposite Niven and Barnes' Napcap Tesla Roadster Plus SpaceX Thrusters Equal Rocket Car Want to Contribute Item? It's simple: get the title of the subject, the quote, the title of the book and the author's name, and add it here. Excerpts from Neil Stevenson, Snow Crash (NY 1992) page 1-18Note: this excerpt
appears here in accordance with the doctrine of fair use. It is soley for educational purposes by students at George Mason University in History 120 and cannot be reproduced or copied to any other website. Chapter One Liberation belongs to the elite order, the sacred subcategory. He's got an espryte. Now he is preparing to perform his third mission in a night. Its shape is black,
like activated charcoal, filtering very light out of the air. The bullet will bounce off his arachnofiber weave like a wren hitting the patio door, but excess sweat is brought through it like a breeze through a freshly squeezed forest. Where his body has bony limbs, the suit is baked: feels like a gritty jelly, protects like a stack of phone books. When they gave him a job, they gave him a
gun. Deliverator never deals with cash, but someone can come for it anyway, perhaps want his car, or his cargo. Pistol is tiny, aero-style, lightweight, the kind of gun the fashion designer will carry; It shoots teenage darts that fly at a speed five times the SR-71 spy plane, and when you get done with it, you have to plug it into the lighter because it runs on electricity. Deliverator
never pulled that gun in anger, or in fear. He pulled it once to Gila Highlands. Some punks in Gila Highlands, the quirky Burbclave, wanted to deliver themselves, and they didn't want to pay for it. Thought they would impress Deliverator with a baseball bat. Deliverator pulled out a gun, centered on his laser doohickey on what was ready for the Louisville Slugger, fired. The recoil
was enormous, as if the weapon had exploded in his hand. The middle third of the baseball bat turned into a column of burning sawdust, accelerating in all directions like a burst star. Punk ended up holding this bat handle with milk smoke pouring out the end. A stupid look on his face. Got nothing but trouble from Deliverator. Since then, Deliverator has kept the gun in the glove
compartment and relied instead on a co-planted set of samurai swords that have always been his weapon of choice anyway. Punks in Gila Highlands were not afraid of a gun, so Deliverator was forced to use it. But swords don't need demonstrations. The Deliverator car has enough potential energy packed into its batteries to fire a pound of bacon into the asteroid belt. Unlike a
bimbo box or a Burb beater, the Deliverator car unloads this power through gaping, shiny, polished sphincters. When the Daverator puts the hammer down, the shit happens. Do you want to talk contact patches? Your car's tires have Contact patches, talk to asphalt in four places The size of your tongue. De Lyvrator's car has large sticky tires with contact spots the size of a fat
lady's thigh. Deliverator is in contact with the road, starts as a bad day, stops at the peseta. Why is Deliverator so equipped? Because people rely on him. He is a role model. This is America. People do whatever they feel like doing, do you have a problem with that? Because they have the right to do so. And because they have guns, and no one can fucking stop them. As a result,
this country has one of the worst economies in the world. When it comes to it-talking trade balances here, once we brain-drained all our technology to other countries, once things are done, they make cars in Bolivia and microwaves in Tajikistan and sell them here once our edge in natural resources has been made inappropriate by giant Hong Kong ships and airships that can
send North Dakota all the way to New York for a nickel-smeared that a Pakistani bricklayer would be seen as prosperity-you know what? There's only four things we do better than anyone else: musicmovies microcode (software), high-speed pizza delvery delivery used to develop software. Still does, sometimes. But if life were a soft primary school run out of the best sense of
education ph. D.s, report card Deliverator would say: Hiro is so bright and creative, but needs to work harder on his collaboration skills. So now he has another job. No brightness or creativity involved, but no collaboration either. Just one principle: Deliverator stands tall, your pie in thirty minutes or you can have it for free, shoot the driver, take his car, file a class action lawsuit.
Deliverator has been running this job for six months, rich and long term of its time, and has never delivered pizza in more than twenty-one minutes. Oh, they've argued over time, many corporate drivers years have lost to it: homeowners, red-faced and sweaty with their own lies, smelly Old Spice and work-related stress, standing in their glowing yellow doorways waving their
Seikos and waving at the clock over the kitchen sink, I swear you can't tell the time? It never happened again. Pizza delivery is a major industry. A managed industry. People went to CosaNostra Pizza University for four years just to get to know it. Came to his door unable to write an English sentence, from Abkhazia, Rwanda, Guanajuato, South Jersey, and came out knowing
more about pizza than the Bedouin knows about the sand. And they studied the problem. On the graph, the frequency of disputes about the time of delivery of doorways. Wired early Deliverators to record and then analyze, discuss tactics, voice-stress histograms, distinctive structure used by white middle class Type Burbclave passengers who against all logic decided that this
was the place to take their personal casterian position position all that was callous and dead in their lives: they were going to lie, or deceive themselves, about the time of their phone call and get themselves a free pizza; No, they deserved free pizza with their life, freedom and pursuit of anything, it was damn integral. Sent psychologists to the homes of these people, gave them a
free TV to present anonymous interviews, hooked them up to polygraphs, studied their brainwaves as they showed them choppy, inexplicable movies of queens and night car crashes, and Sammy Davis Jr. put them in sweet-smelling, purple-walled rooms and asked them ethics questions so bewildered that even Jesuit couldn't answer. Analysts at CosaNostra Pizza University
concluded that it was just human nature and you couldn't fix it, and so they went for a quick cheap technical solution: smart boxes. The pizza box is a plastic carapace now, corrugated for stiffness, a little LED reading glowing on the side, telling Deliverator how many non-engrossed minutes are noted after the fatal phone call. There's chips and stuff. Pizza rests, a short stack of
them, in slots behind the head of Deliverator. Each pizza slides into the slot like a printed board in a computer, clicking on the seat as the smart box interacts with the onboard car Deliverator. The caller's address has already been removed from his phone number and resulted in the built-in RAM of the smart box. From there it is transferred to the car that calculates and projectes
the optimal route on the display one-on-one, the glowing color card is traced against the windshield, so that The Deliverator does not even have to look down. If the thirty-minute deadline expires, news of the disaster flashes at the headquarters of CosaNostra Pizza and is passed from there by Enzo's uncle-Sicilian Colonel Sanders, Andy Griffith Bensonhurst, a straight razorwaving fruit of many nightmares of Deliverator, Capo and prime figure CosaNostra Pizza, Incorporated, who will be on the phone for five minutes, apologizing profusely. The next day, Uncle Enzo will land in the client's yard in a jet helicopter and apologize a few more and give him a free trip to Italy, all he has to do is sign a bunch of releases that make him a public figure and
representative of CosaNostra Pizza and basically the end of his personal life as he knows it. He will move away from all this, feeling that somehow he owes the mafia a favor. Deliverator does not know for sure what happens to the driver in such cases, but he has heard some rumors. Most pizza deliveries take place in the evening hours, which Uncle Enzo considers his personal
time. And how would you feel if you had to cut off dinner with your family to call some ostric brew at Burbclave and grovel for late fucking pizza? Uncle Enzo did not put in fifty years, serving his family his country is so that at an age when most of them are playing golf and bobbling their granddaughters, he can get out of the bath dripping wet and lie down and kiss the feet of some
sixteen-year-old skate-punk whose pepperoni was thirty-one minute in the coming. My god. This makes Deliverator breathe a little smaller just to think about the idea. But he wouldn't ride CosaNostra Pizza any other way. You know why? Because there's something about your life on the line. It's like being a kamikaze pilot. Your mind is clear. Other people -shop clerks, hamburger
flippers, software engineers, the whole vocabulary of meaningless jobs that make up life in America- other people just rely on plain old competition. Better flip the burgers or fine-tune your routines faster and better than your high school classmate two blocks down the lane flipping or debugging because we're in competition with these guys and people notice these things. What a
rat race. CosaNostra Pizza has no competition. Competition goes against mafia ethics. You don't work anymore because you are competing with some identical operation down the street. You work harder because everyone is on the line. Your name, your honor, your family, your life. These burger flippers may have better life expectancy, but what is beyond life anyway, you
should ask yourself. That's why no one, not even Npponese, can move pizza faster than CosaNostra. Deliverator prides itself on wearing uniforms, proud to drive, proudly walking up the parades of countless Burbclave houses, grim vision in black ninjas, pizza on the shoulder, red LED numbers blazing proud rooms on the night: 12:32 or 15:15 or the occasional 20:43. Delivery is
assigned to the cosaNostra Pizza store #3569 in the valley. In Southern California does not know, fussing or just strangle yourself on the spot. There are not enough roads for the number of people. Fairlanes, Inc. is laying new all the time. Will have to bulldoze a lot of neighborhoods to do this, but these seventies and eighties events exist to be bulldozed, right? No sidewalks, no
schools, nothing. Don't have their own police force-no immigration controls-undesirables can walk straight in without being searched or even harassed. Now Burbclave, this is the place to live. City-state with its constitution, border, laws, cops, everything. The deliverer was a corporal at the Merrivale State Security Force farms for a while. Got himself shot for pulling the sword on
the recognized perp. Slipped it right through the fabric of the perp shirt, gliding across the flat blades along the base of his neck, and pinned it to the deformed and blistered expanse of vinyl siding on the wall of the house that Perp tried to break in. I thought it was a pretty righteous bust. But he was fired anyway because Perp was the son of the vice-chancellor of Merryvale farms.
Oh, weasel had a reason: thirty-six inches of samurai sword was not on their weapons protocol. Said he violated SPAC, the suspected felon detention code. He said perp was psychologically traumatized. He was afraid of butter knives now, and he had to spread his jelly with the back of a teaspoon. They said he held them accountable. Delivery had to take some money to pay for
it. I had to borrow it from the mafia, actually. So, it's in their database -- retinal models, DNA, voice graphics, fingerprints, footprints, palm prints, wrist prints, every fucking part of the body, it had wrinkles -- almost these bastards, rolled up ink and printed and digitized into your computer. But it's their money, sure they're careful about lending it. And when he applied for a Deliverator
job they were happy to accept him because they knew him. When he got the loan, he had to deal in person with a Vice Valley assistant who later recommended him to work as a Deliverator. So it was like being in a family. A really scary, perverted, abusive family. CosaNostra Pizza #3569 is located on Vista Road, close to Kings Park Mall. Vista Road used to belong to the state of
California and is now called Fairlanes, Inc. CSV-5. Its main competitor used to be the U.S. Highway and is now called Cruiseways, Inc. Rte. Cal-12. Further up the valley, two competing highways are actually a cross. After the fierce disputes, the intersection closed with sporadic sniper fire. Finally, a major developer bought the entire intersection and turned it into a drivethrough
mall. Now the roads just feed on the parking system - not much, not a ramp, and the system - and lose their identity. Getting through the intersection involves tracking paths through the parking system, many braided strands of directions like the Ho Chi Minh City trail. CSV-5 has better bandwidth, but the Cal-12 has the best sidewalk. That is, typical-Fairlanes roads emphasize
getting you there, for type A drivers, and Cruiseways emphasize the pleasure of driving, for drivers like B. Deliverator is a type A driver with rabies. He zeroed in on his home base, the CosaNostra Pizza #3569, turning the left lane of the CSV-5 for a hundred and twenty kilometers. His car is an invisible black lollipop, just a dark place reflecting a tunnel of franchise-loglo signs. A
series of orange lights burbles and plague all over the front, where the grille would be if it were an air-carrying car. The orange light is like a gasoline fire. It comes through people's back windows, bounces off their rear-view mirrors, projectes a fire mask over their eyes, reaches into their subconscious, and unearths the horrific fears of being pressed, completely conscious, under a
detonating gas tank, makes them want to move to the other side and let Deliverator overtake them in his black pepperoni fire chariot. Loglo, Costs, marking CSV-5 in double contrails, is the body of electric light from countless cells, each cell cell in Manhattan, the imagers who do more to design a single logo than Deliverator will do in their lifetime. Despite their efforts to stand out,
they all smear together, especially at a hundred and twenty kilometers per hour. However, it's easy to see CosaNostra Pizza #3569 because of the billboard, which is s wide and high even by current inflated standards. In fact, the squat franchise itself looks nothing more than a low-slung base for large aramid fiber pillars that thrust the billboard into trademark solids. Marca
Registrada, baby. The billboard is a classic, chestnut, not the fruit of some fleeting mafia advertising campaign. It's a statement, a monument built to withstand. Simple and dignified. It depicts Uncle Enzo in one of his spiri-Italian costumes. Pinstripes shine and are flexible as tendons. Pocket square glows. His hair is perfect, slicked back with something that never comes, each
strand cut straight and square at the end by Uncle Enzo's cousin, Art Barber, who runs the second largest chain of lowend haircutting establishments in the world. Uncle Enzo is standing there, not quite smiling, avuncular gleam in the eye for sure, not posing like a model, but standing there as your uncle will and he says mafia you have a friend in the family! The billboard paid for
by the Our Thing Foundation serves as a Deliverator pole star. He knows that when he gets into a place on CSV-5, where the bottom corner of the billboard is obscured by the pseudo-gothic stained glass arches of the local Reverend Wayne Pearly Gates franchise, it's time for him to jump into the right lane, where backward and bimbo boxes poke together, casual, indecisive,
looking at every passage of the franchise's driveway as they don't know if it's a promise or a threat. He cuts off the bimbo box-family minivan-veers past Buy 'N' Fly, which is next door, and pulls in the CosaNostra Pizza #3569. These big fat contact patches complain, squealing a little hit, but they hold on to the patented Fairlanes, Inc. high-traction sidewalk and guide it into the
gutter. No other Deliverators are waiting in the gutter. It's good, it means high turnover for him, quick action, keep moving, that's za. As he scrunches to a halt, the electromechanical hatch on the flank of his car is already opening to reveal its empty pizza slots, the door tapping and folding back on itself like a wing beetle. Slots are waiting. Waiting for a hot pizza. And wait. The
deliverer is honking his horn. This is not a nominal result. The windows open. It should never be. You can look at the three-way binder from cosaNostra Pizza University, cross-reference quotes for the window, gutter, dispatcher, and it will give you all the procedures for this box and it should never be opened. Unless something went wrong. The window slides open and- are you
sitting? smoke coming out of it. Deliverator hears inconsistent beetroot over metal hurricane is its sound system and realizes that it is a smoke alarm coming from inside the franchise. The mute button on the stereo. The oppressed silence-his eardrums uncringe-window is buzzing with a cry of smoke alarm. The car is idle, waiting. Luke has been open for too long, atmospheric
pollutants are frozen by electrical contacts in the back of pizza slots, he will have to clean them early, everything goes exactly as it should not go in the three-door binder that outlines all the rhythms of the pizza universe. Inside, a football-shaped Abkhazian man runs in and out, keeping three rings of binder open, using his spare tires as a ledge to keep him from collapsing closed;
he runs with the gait of a man carrying an egg on a spoon. He shouts in Abkhazian dialect; All the people who run the CosaNostra Pizza Franchise in this part of the valley are Abkhazian immigrants. It doesn't look like a serious fire. The delivery saw a real fire once, at Merryvale farms, and you could see nothing for the smoke. That's all it was: smoke, burbling out of nowhere,
random flashes of orange light down at the bottom like thermal lightning in high clouds. It's not that kind of fire. It's the kind of fire that barely releases enough smoke to blow up the smoke alarm. And he's wasting his time for this shit. Deliverator holds the horn button down. The Abkhaz manager approaches the window. He's supposed to use the intercom to talk to the drivers, he
could say whatever he wanted and it would pipe straight into the Deliverator car, but no, he has to talk face to face as Deliverator is a kind of bull cart driver. He is red-faced, sweating, his eyes rolling when he tries to think of English words. The fire is small, he says. The deliverer doesn't say anything. Because he knows it's all on videotape. The tape, as it happens, goes to the
University of CosaNostra Pizza, where it will be analyzed in the scientific laboratory for pizza management. It will be shown to students at Pizza University, perhaps by the same students who will replace this person when he is fired, as a textbook example of how to ruin your life. New co-worker-put his dinner in microwave foil in it-boom! The manager says. Abkhazia was part of
the Soviet Union. A new immigrant from Abkhazia who tried to control a microwave was like a deep-sea tubular worm doing brain surgery. Where did they get these guys from? Weren't there any Abkhazians who could bake fucking pizza? Just give me one pie, Says Develel. Speaking of pies snaps a guy in the current century. He gets control. He slams the closed window,
smothering the relentless pursuit of smoke alarms. The hand of the Nipponese robot pushes the pizza into the top slot. Luke folds up to protect him. As Deliverator pulls out of the gutter, creating speed, checking the address that flashed through it deciding whether to turn right or left, it happens. His stereo cuts out a again-on-command onboard system. The cabin lights go red.
Red. The repeat buzzer starts to sound. LED reading on the windshield, which echoes what's on the pizza box, erupts: 8 p.m. They just gave Deliverator a twenty-minute pizza. He checks the address; it's twelve miles away. Chapter Two snow crash deliverator quote
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